L INTRODUCTION
Interconnection networks are utilized to provide communication among processing: elements and/or memory modules. Network performance significantly affects the ovt=rall cost and performance of a computational system because proce:ssors may spend a c:onsiderable amount of time in processor-processor and/or processor-memory commumication. Therefore, it is important to know exactly the interconnection patterns that can be implemented by a network. In particular, it is desirable to know what permutatioinr can be realized because parallel algorithms often require permutation-type data transfers. This paper presents a simple and easily understandable characterization of the permutations realized by any network with N=2" inputs that is topologically equivalent to one of the following netwoxks: first k stages, 1 S k S 19, of the reverse bareline network, the last n+k-1 stages of Benes network [7] , or a casaade of baseline [l I.] and k-stage shuffle-exchange [1, 5] networks. The proposed characterizations are bard on the notion of "frm" (introduced in this paper), balanced matrices [2] and graph theory [3,41. The effectiveness of any interconnection network depends on factors such as the efficiency of the routing algorithm, the number and type of permuta~tions it realizes, mi the actual hardware implementation of the network. On one hmd, rearrangeable multistage interconnection networks such as Benes and &XI-' (the R!D-' is a cascade of (omega and inverse omega [I] ) can realize any permutation. However, there are no known efficient routing algorithms to allow dynamic configuration in an environment w h m the switching permutations change rapidly. On the other hand, some networks such as baseline and omega have efficient routing algorithms and srnall propagation delays, but cannot realize many permutations. In these cases, it is irr~portant to know which permutations aze realizable and this is possible by using the results of this paper.
Different approaches have been proposed in the literature to circumvent inefficient routing algorithms. One approach is to determine certain types of permutat i o~~s that occur more frequently than others in a parallel processing environment. Such permutations have been classified by Lenfant [23] into five families. III order to implement these permutations on the Benes network with a small propagation &lay, Lenfant proposed a specialized routing algorithm for each family. A permutation that fails to be in one of these families still is routed using an inefficient routin.g algorithm. To increase the number of the families of permutations that can be realized by a network, Youssef and Arden [22] introduced an O(log2N) routing algorithm. which sets the (rxr) crossbar switches of the first stage of 3-stage Benes networks with N=r2 inputs to ;a fixed configuration and acts exactly like a self-routing algorithm in setting the reniaining switches. Another approach is to provide self-routing algorithms for realizing some classes of permutations in various multistage interconnection networks such as 'Benes, 2n-stage shuffle-exchange. Nassimi and Sahni [24] psented simple selfrouting algorithms to realize some important permutations in Bcnes networks. Ragllavendra and Boppana [25] proposed self-routing algorithms to realize the class of linear permutations on Benes and 2n-stage shuffle-exchange networks.
Although a large number of multistage interconnection networks are extensively studjied, there is a relatively small number of basic designs for their underlying topologies, Especially, Benes networks and six topologically equivalent networks, namely, omega, flip, indirect binary cube, modified data manipulator, baseline and reverse baseline have been investigated in depth and are frequently used in research studies and real systems. Characterizations of the topologies of these networks are given in [9, 26, 27] . However, to our knowledge, the characterization of the pelmutations performed by these and other networks is done for the first time in this paper. One exception is the work of Lee [lo] which characterizes the permutations realized by the inverse omega network in terms of residue classes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Basic definitions ancl notations used throughout the paper are presented in Section 11. Also included in this section is a motivational example for the concept of frame. In Section 111, this concept, illustrations of many different frames, notation and terminology are introduced. Permutations realized by the k-stage reverse-baseline, 1 5 k 5 n, and the networks wh:ich are topologicalliy equivalent to it are characterized in Section IV. In Section V, the permutations realized by a cascade of reverse baseline and the k-stage shuffle-exchan,ge networks are identified. These cases show how frames can be used to characterize tlne permutations of some relatively complex networks with more than n stages. Section VI provides new proofs for the rearrangeability of the three-stage Clos and Benes networks. Permutations r d h e d by the last n+k-1 stages of Benes network are identified in Section VTI,. This characterization illustrates how frames can be used to understand why a network is rearrangeable. Section VIII concludes the paper. The Appendix (Section IX) contains the proofs of most of theorems and lemmata in the paper.
AN-, whem 0 S i S N -1. A column vector of N entries of which half are 0's and the other half m 1's is called a column permutation. Unless otherwise stated, any column of any matrix in this paper is a column permutation. The binary representation of a potsi tive integer
A permutation on a set X is a bijection of X onto itself. A permutation f permutes the: ordered list 0, 1, . , N-1 into f (0), f (1), . , f (N -1). A cyclic notation [20, 21] can be used to represent a permutation as the product of cycles, where a cycle (c0c1c2 c k -1~~) means f ( c o ) = c l , f ( c l ) = c 2 , . -. f (C~-I)=CAY and f (ck) = co. The composition of several permutations f 1 .f2 fk is; evaluated from left to right, i.e., it maps i into fk( . . Cf2Cfl (i))) . ).
Definition 11.1. (Permutation matrix, identity permutation matrix, reverse permutation matrix): A permutation h can be represented by a N:xn binary matrix cdled pennutation matrix, H, such that its ith row, HNxn(i), is the binary representation of the integer Mi). The identity permutation matrix denoted by IN:cn is the matrix wh~ose ith row is the binary representation of i (this is called "stmidard matrix" in [I:!] ). The reverse permutation matrix, denoted RNxn, is the matrix whose jth column is the (n+l-j)th column of IN,.
For instance, the identity permutation matrix Igd, the reverse pennutation matrix R g a and a permutation matrix E g a are shown below:
Clearly, there is a one-to-one correspondence between permutations and permutation matrices. For instance, R8a represents the permutation r:
Using the cyclic notation, r is represented by r = (0)(1 4)(2)(3 6)(5)(7:).
Networks
In the terminology used in this paper, a k-stage interconnection ne.twork (IN) consists of k columns of switching boxes (SBs), each followed and preceded by links which fonn interconnection patterns (IPS) as shown in Figure 11 With one exception, a stage in the reverse baseline and SE networks con~sists of a connection pattern and the following column of SBs. The exception is the rightmost stage (i.e., the output stage) which consists of the last column of SBs and both the preceding and succeeding connection patterns. Stages are labeled from left to right in ascending order starting with 1. In the baseline network the kth stage corresponds to the (n -k+l)th stage of the reverse baseline network. (IVotice that both the reverse baseline and the baseline can have at most n stages, by &:finition). In the inverse SE network with m stages, its kth stage corresponds to the (m--k+l)th stage of the m-stage SE network. In this paper, Benes network is considemi as being composed of the first n-1 stages of the n-stage baseline followed by the n-stage reverse baseline. (It could also be considered as being composed of the n-stage baseline folloured by the last n-1 stages of the n-stage reverse baseline). Therefore, the stages of Belles network are labeled according to the labeling rules of the baseline and the reverse baseline. The notaition used for networks is different from that used for matrices because matrices are always &noted by single letters.
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that routing of a permutation through a ne:twork is done as described in this paragraph. Assuming that the stages of the network are labeled from left to right starting with 1, if the routing tag is d l d 2 . --dk, then di is examined to set the SB at stage i as follows: if di equals zero then the output is sent to the upper output of the SB; otherwise, it is sent to the lower output. The ith entries of the routing tags of the two inputs entering a SB are also czalled the control bits of that SB. So, to set a SB properly to either straight or cross (or equivalently not to have any conflict in a SB), the control bits of a SB must constitute: the set (0,l). In some networks, the routing tag of an input equals its destination address, but this is not always the case. For k S n, it consists of any k columns of the binary representation of a permutation on the set {O,1, ..., N-1).
2.
For k>n, every n consecutive columns farm the binary represemtation of a permutation on the set {O,l, ..., N-1).
As an example, two balanced matrices E and F are shown below. But notice that the matrix [E F ] is not balanced. According to the last definition, in this paper, the phrases "an I N passes a balanced matrix" and "a balanced matrix passes an IN" are used alternatively. It is also assumed that only "one pass" is allowed through a network to realize a permutation. Themfore, the phrase "one pass" is omitted in the sequel. To emphasiu: the distinction between the meaning of the terms "pass" and "realize" as used in this paper, it is important to notice that matrix ANxk in Definition IL5 does not necessarily carrespond to the permutation realized by the network IN. Indeed, the ith row of AN& is the routing tag for input i and it is only when it equals the destination of input i that AN& is the pernnutation realized by IN; the cases in which this occurs will beco~me clear in the remiainder of the paper. When the ith row, 0 S i S 7, of both xl and x2 is used as the routing tag for the ith input of R B a d , no conflict occurs in the switches and connections are established between the input i and the outputs 111 ( i ) and I12(i), respectively. Irherefo~, RBad reallizes xl and x2. NOW, let US place the ith row of xl and x2 into the ith row of the frame in Figure II .7b with 8 rows as shown in Figure II .8a and Figure II .8b, respectivdy. The: first k columns, 1 5 k 5 3, of any of these two frames consists of 2sk rectangles of size: ~~x k .
Note that the matrix enclosed by any rectangle of the frames is balanced (in fact., it represents a permutation on {O,1, . . . , 2k)). It is shown in Section TV that, when the rows of any permutation realized by the reverse baseline network are placed into this type of frame, the matrix enclosed by each rectangle is balanced, and vice versa. Different frames are introduced in this paper and it is shown how they a useful to identify the permutations realized by some frequently used networks. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ,7>. Also, P*=<P~, P;, P; >.
IU. FRAMES AND FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
The notion of frame is defined next and an example (Example II1.2) is given after tht: definition. Note that the frame of Figures II.7 and 11.8 is characterized by the labeling of its columns, the labeling of its rows and how each column is partitioned. Therefa=, the definition of frame is done in terms of two mappings (the column and row latreling) and a tuple of partitions (one for each column). The column labels determine tk, number and size of the blocks in each partition and the row labeling determines the elements in each block and their order. As precisely stated in the definition, column with label p(i) carresponds to a partition with 2"-p(') blocks with 2p1(') elements each and the mth element within the jth block corresponds to the label *r) of row r = 2 i -l m -1) After Example III.2, a convenient graphical nzpresentation for frames is introduced and its use is illustrated in Example 111.3 for the frames described in Example III. 
.., N-1) and -P is a tuple of partitions CP B (~) , P ~(21, . . . , Pp(k) > determined by P and y as follows:
. . . , P p(i),2m-~i) > where P P (~) ,~ = CUl,j,U2,j, . . . , U2Ui),j> S U C~ that uWj = *2Mi)u -1)i-m -1) for 1 5 j 2"-p(') and 1 m :s 28(').
Definition 111.3. (a-frame, standard a-frame) : Consider the 3 -tuple c P, y, P > that defines a frame FN3. If P is the kkntity permutation, then FNXn is an a-frame denoted by Ffi3. If P and y m the identity permutations (which implies P=P'), then FNd is the standard a-frame denoted by Fpd.
By definition of standard a-type frame, column flu, 1 S i 5 n, has 2"" blocks, each having 2' rows. Unless otherwise stated, the number of the rows of FTak, k 2 1, is assumed to be N. Similar to the notation of matrices, to be able to refer to specific columns of a frame, the notation FxZy is used to denote the subfratne that contains those columns of F whose indices are x, x+l, . . . , y. Unless specifically stated, the number of rows of Fxv is assumed to be N.
Example III.2. The following are examples of fiames for N=8 amd k=3.
(a) F8d=~P,'y,P> where P = (1 2)(3), y is the identity pzrmutation and P=:cP2,P1,P3> such that P~=P;, P~= P ; and P~=P;. (b) F&=cp,y,P> where p=i&ntity permutation, y=(0)(1 ;!)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7), P=:<P 1,P2,P3>, PI=< <0,2>, <1,3>, <4,5>, <6,7> >, P2=< <0,2,1,3>, c4.,5,6,7> > andP3=<0,2,1,3,4,5,6,7>.
(c) F#J =< $,y, P > where $ = identity permutation, y = (0)(:1 3 6 4)(2 5)(7), P=<P1,P2,P3>, PI=< <0,3>, <5,6>, <1,2>, <4,7> >, P:l=< <0,3,5,6>, c1,2,4,7> > andP3=c0,3,5,6,1,2,4,7>. Figure III .le because, for example, the submatrix in the top leftmost rectangle (the 2-tuple P 1.1) is not balanc~ed. Note that the value of k in Definition III.5 does not have to equal n. It will become clear that frames of any number of columns can be used to characterize permutations (which arc represented by balanced matrices of n columns).
In addition to a-frames, other two types of frames are of use in this paper. One is called universal frame and, as suggested by its name, any balanced nnatrix fits it. The other type of frame is a concatenation of frames and is useful in characterizing the permutations realized by, for example, composite networks. The following definition states pmisely what means to establish a comspondent= between a frame and a network.
Definition KII.8. ( Correspondence between frames and networks): A frame (reslpectively, an IN) is said to correspond to an IN (respectively, a frame) if a balanced matrix fits the frame if and only if it passes the network.
When a kame corresponds to a network it suffices to check if a, matrix fits the franle in order to determine whether the network passes the matrix. Thi!s does not mean that., when the matrix represents a permutation, the network realizes tlhe permutation. Instcxd, it means that, when the rows of the matrix are used as muting tags, no codlicts occur in the network.
The complexity of checking that a matrix fits a frame is discussedl next. First, the complexity of testing if a rectangle contains a permutation matrix is considered. Next, the complexity of checking all rectangles of the same size is discussed and, finally, the complexity of checking all rectangles (i.e., the entire frame) is derived. Note that it suffices to consider only those rectangles whose number of columns equals the logarithm of the number of rows.' To check whether a given rectangle with x rows and l o g columns contains a balanced matrix, it suffices to verify that the rows of the mabrix are distinct. This can be done by building a binary search tree starting with the root which corresponds to the first row of the matrix; each row is then added as a leaf to the tree as long as it is distinct from all previously inserted rows and so that it satisfies the binary-search-tree property [29]. According to this property, if v (p) is the value of the row that corresponds to node p, then v @)<v (p) for any node y in the left subtree of p and v (z)>v (p) for any node z in the right subtree of p. I:n the worst case, this procedure takes 0 (x2) steps and has average complexity of 0) (xlogr) [29] . If everal mtangles of the same size exist in a frame, then the total nuniber of rows contained in all the rectangles with the same columns is N. The same lprocedure can be used for each rectangle and the total worst case and average complexities will be 0 (N2) and 0 (NlogN), respectively. Because there are at most k different types of rectangles in a frame with k columns, the total worst case and average complexities are 0 (AN2) and 0 (ANlogN), respectively. These bounds apply to any frame, but it is possible to do better with particular frames. For example, for a-frame:s the worst-case complexity becomes 0 (N2+2(N 1212+ . +(N 12)2~) = 0 (N 2).
IV'. BASELINE-TYPE NETWORKS
Equivalence relations among INS have been extensively studied in the literature using different tools such as graph theory, group theory, and Boolean algebra [6,,11,27,26] . Networks can be madeled by directed graphs where vt:rtices and edges re~msent switches and links, respectively. Two INS arefunctional€y trquivalent if they mtlize the same set of permutations while two INS are topologically ckquivalent if their tolmlogies (i.e., directed graphs) are isomorphic. Wu and Feng [ll] have shown the tolmlogical equivalence of a class of MINs, which include data cnanipulator [14] , oniega [I] , flip [IS], SW-banyan (s=f=2) [16] , and indirect binary n-cube [17] , baseline anld reverse baseline [l 11. From [18] , "the notion of functional equivalence is more jmictical than that of topological equivalence because it provides an equivalence basis arrlong networks at their inputs, and thus it does not call for any malification in their inlernal switching structure". Given a netwark in a class of isomorphic INS, it is possiblt: to rename its inputs and/or outputs so that this network can directly simulate any network in the class [l 11. In this section, all the matrices that pass those networks that an: topologically equivalent to the k-stage baseline, 1 S k S n, are identified by aframes that may differ only in how their rows are labeled. First, the permutations realized by the k-stage reverse baseline are identified. Then, this result i:s extended to the other networks. These results also show how the addition of a stage to the right of thc:se networks changes the type of their realizable permutations. An algorithm is provicM to find whether a network is topologically equivalent to the revcxse baseline netwcn-k, its corresponding frame and how to relabel inputs and outputs to achieve functional equivalence. Omitted proofs are provided in the Appendix.
IV,.l. Correspondence between Frk and
Because RB I:, is functionally and topologically equivalent to BE I,, [l 11, any permutation that is realized by RBI:, is also realized by BE I:,, and vice versa. However, this is not true for RB l :~ and BE l :~, l < k < n-l, because they ;ue not functionally equivalent (they are only topologically equivalent). But, the set of balanced matrices that pass RB 1 :~ is the same as the set of balanced matrices that pass BE 1,k as explained next. The network RB 1 :~ can be obtained by repositioning the SBs of the second stage through the last stage of BE 1 :~ and reordering its outputs. It follows that any pair of routing tags that enter a SB at the kth stage of BE 1:k also enter a SB at the kth stage of RB 1:k, and vice versa. So, if the routing tags used in BE 1:k do not create any conflict, then they also do not have any conflict in the SBs of RB 1:k, and vice versa. Therefore, a balanced matrix D 1 :~ passes RB 1:k if and only if D passes BE 1 :~.
The following theorem shows that there exists a very close relation between RB 1 :~ and FFk, 1 I k < n, so that the matrices that pass the network can be identified by Frk. It shows that the ith input of RB1:k is sent without conflic:ts to the output whose value equals ( i 1 2~ ~2~) plus the value of D pk(i) when the ith row of a matrix L J Induction on k is used. For k=l, each rectangle of Ffuk has a 0 and a 1. These correspond to the control bits of a switch in RB 1 :~ and, thus, no conflict occurs. For k > 1, assuming the theorem holds for k-1, it is also shown that each switch in the kth stage "has" control bits 0 and 1 and, therefore, no conflicts occur. Tlhese control bits must appear as the kth bits at the end of identical (k-1)-bit rows of subframes ~; l -l~-~ and. F$-I*-~ of FTk so that D 1 :~ fits FTk. Each subframe corresponds to a subnetwaik of RB 1 :~ which is also a reverse baseline network RB2k-ixk-l. Corollary IV.l. A network with k stages and N inputs/outputs is topologically equivalent to the k-stage reverse baseline, RB 1:k, if and only if it co~responds to an atype frame FfZk, where 1 < k < n.
W.2. Permutations Realized by Baseiine-Type Networks
In this section, a-type frames arc used to characterize all the permutations realined by any network that is topologically equivalent to the baseline network. An algorithm, called FRAMEIN, is introduced to determine the a-type frame that corresponds to a given network. It is also shown how to construct a network to realize all the permutations that fit an a-type frame.
Let ~t~( a -l ) &note a particular a-type frame where --I,, i.e., whose row labels form the vector a-'. Let ll &note a network with k stages which is the same as Cmllary IV.3 implies that the network IPinRB 1:k corresponds to the frame ~$r(a;l), where IPi. realizes the permutation sin. Hence, for a given Ffzk, a corresponding network can be constructed easily. The following example shows the cor~struction of a network that realizes a set of permutations which inclu&s two given permutations.
Example IV.1. Let N=16, k=2,O S i S N-1. Assume that a* and G , &note the permutations realized by the interconnection patterns IPt, and IIDM. Given two permutations a =(O98 5 1 2 12 10 1 4 6 3 7 11 13)(4)(15) and b =: (0 7) (1)(2 3 9 13 11 8 4 5)(6 12)(10 15 14), it is shown how to con~struct a network IPi,RB l:21Pout that realizes a set of permutations including a and b. L R~ A and B refer to the binary representations of a and b, respectively. By Theorem IV.3, any permutation that passes RB 1:2 must be represented by a balanced matrix whose first (leftmost) two columns funn I (recall that k =2 and n =4 in this example). If there was only one given permutation, then the balanced matrix representing the permutation could be co~rverted by IPb to a balanced matrix whose first two columns f m ~11:2 because IPin can be chosen so as to permute the rows in any given way. However, if more than one pennutation are given, and the first two columns of their binary representations do not form the same matrix, then IP, is needed to convert the binary n:presentations of these permutations into balanced matrices whose first two columns; form the same matrix. So, the matrices A and B are first converted by IP,, to A and B such that ancxd matrices that pass a k-stage baseline-type network with N inputs equals 2 .
By Corollary IV.l, for any given k-column a-type frame, there exists a corresponding baseline-type network. Therefore, exactly 2M'2 balanced matrices iit any Ff :2. For k=2, 2N balanced matrices pass a baseline-type network. Let D{:2, 1 S r 5 2N, &note one of the 2N balanced matrices that fit ~7 :~( a~l ) . 
In the rest of this section, some preliminary results used in the Algorithm FFL4M.E-IN are first presented, then the algorithm is introduced.
Lemma IV.1. Let r denote the mverse permutation mpresented by the reverse permutation matrix RN, described in Definition 11.1. The reverse baseline network Because the reverse baseline network can be converted to the bueline network by repositioning the switches of the middle stages only, Lemma N.l is also valid for the baseline network. If there exists a unique path between any input anld any output of a network, then the network satisfies the Banyan property [6, 26] . Be~nnond et. al 1261 prrtsent a set of properties to determine whether a network is topologically equivalent to baseline network. Their main result is formally restated below.
Theorem IV.2.
[26] Let G be a directed graph representing a network with n stalges and N inputs/outputs which satisfies the Banyan property. This network is topologically equivalent to the baseline network if and only if both the firsit j stages and the lazit j stages of G contain 2"-J connected components for each j, 1 5 j 5 n.
This result is used next as the basis for Algorithm FRAMEJN. The description of the algorithm is followed by a proof of its correctness and analysis of its complexity.
Algorithm FRAME -IN Input: A network GN with 2x2 switches, n stages and 2" inputs/outputs. Output: An a-type frame that corresponds to GN if GN is topologically equivalent to the baseline network, the permutations Uin and realized by the interconnection patterns IPin and IPou, respectively, such that the network IPhGN l:nIPou is functionally equivalent to RBN,.
Step 1. Let G denote a graph with n "stages" that is obtained by representing the switches and links of the given network by vertices and edges that are directed from left to right, respectively.
Step 2. Using a hadth-first search algorithm check whether there exists a unique path between any input vertex and any output vertex of G. If so, go to next step. If not, go to Step 9, Step 3. Let j andp be integer variables initialized to 0.
Step 4. Increment j by 1. If j>n, then go to next step; otherwise, using a depth-search algorithm, check whether the last j stages of' the G contain 2"-J connected components. If so, go to Step 4. If not, go to Step 9.
Step 5. Increment p by 1. Ifp>n, then go to Step 7; otherwise, using a depth-search algorithm, check whether the first p stages of G contains 2"-P connected components. If so, go to next step. If not, go to Step 9.
Step 6. If p = l , let V; denote a vector of the input labels of a distinct connected component (a 2x2 switch) for each r, (1 S r S 2"-I), and then go to Step 5; otherwise, do: let V$', 1 S r S 2"-p, denote a vector that is formed by merging two vectors v!-'
and v{-' for 1 Ss, t S2"'P+' and sw such that the set: of entries of V$' equals the set of input labels of a distinct connected component determined in Step 5. Go to Step 5.
Step 7. Let y(i) = Vy (i) for i = 1,2, ..., N-1 (note that Vy is obtained in
Step 6). Write "The a-type frame F?:, whose ith row label equals y(i) corresponds to the GN".
Slep 8. Let o denote the permutation realized by the given network
GNl,, when all the switches a~e set straight. The permutation realized by lPh is Uin = Y' . The permutation realized by IPOu is = o-'.aZ.r, where r is the reverse permutation represented by the reverse permutation matrix RNxn (see Definition 11.1). Stop.
Step 9. Write "The given network is not topologically equivalent to baseline network and no corresponding a-type frame exists". Stop.
In Steps 2 through 6, Algorithm FRAME-IN checks whether the given network satisfies the set of properties described in Theorem IV.2. Specifically, Step 2 checks the Banyan pperty, while Steps 3 through 6 check whether both the first j stages and the last j stages of the network graph contain 2"-J connected compo~~ents, for each j. So, if Algorithm FRAME-IN fails in any of these steps, then it follov~s from Theorem IV,,2 that the given network is not topologically equivalent to baseline network and, by Corollary IV. 1, has no corresponding a-type frame.
It is now shown that the given network corresponds to the a-type frame determined in Step 7, that is, any balanced matrix that fits the a-type frame determined in Stelp 7 passes the given network, and vice versa. Theorem IV.1 proves that, for 1 I; k I ; n, the frame Ff9k corresponds to RB 1:k, that is, a balanced matrix D 1:k fits FTk if and only if D 1:k passes RB 1:k. Note that RB is a pile of 2"-j RB yjs. Recall that the only difference between the standard a-frame FTk and an a-type fiame FTtk is the order of their row labels. Because Step 7 assigns $i) to the ith row label of Ff:,, this fratne corresponds to the given network.
Step 8 first assumes that the permutation realim;l by the given network equals o when all the switches are set straight. Then, Step 8 statas that the interconnection pattern IPin ~ealizes the permutation ah = yl. Relabel- ing the ith input of the given network by $i) is equivalent to adding the interconnection pattern IPi, to the left of the given network. Thus, any balanced matrix that fits the a-type frame obtained in Step 7 passes the network IPhGNI:,, and vice versa. Algorithm FRAME-IN also adds an interconnection pattern IP,, that realizes a permutation called a& to the right of the given network such that the network IPinGN l,nIP, realizes the permutation r when all the switches are set straight. By Ixmma IV.1, the reverse baseline (baseline) realizes the permutation r when all the switches are set striiight. Therefore, the network IPhGNl:,IP0, is functionally and topologically eq~livalent to the reverse baseline and baseline networks. This completes the proof of ca-rectness of the algorithm.
The graph of Algorithm FRAME-IN can have at most O(N1ogN) vertices because each vertex represents a switch. Algorithm FRAME-IN uses a breadth-first search to check whether the given network holds the Banyan property. A depth-first s e i~h is used to identify the connected components of G, and that the depth-first forest contains as many trees as G has connected components [29] . If V and E are the sets of vertices and edges, respectively, the running time of both a breadth-lbst search and a deipth-first search is 8(V+E). This implies that, for each value of j, Algorithm FRAME-IN takes O(N1ogN) time. Because there are 2logN iterations, the running time of Algorithm FRAMEIN is Q(N log2~).
Algorithm FRAME-IN yields a frame that corresponds to the given network. This means that any matrix that fits the frame also passes the network and vice versa. However, this does not necessarily mean that the permutation relpresented by the matrix is realized by the network. When a balanced matrix DNwr fits an a-frame corresponding to a baseline-type network, the network realizes the permutation d . c q , , , where d is the permutation represented by DN, and G , is the permutation reidiilized by IPW determined in Step 8 of Algorithm FRAME-IN. In other words, given a network that is topologically equivalent to the reverse baseline, relabeling its inlputs and outputs by a2 and h , , respectively, results in a new network that is functionally equivalent to the reverse baseline.
As an example, for N =16, Algorithm FRAME-IN can be used tlo characterize the permutations of the following baseline-type networks: generaliuxl cube, omega, i n c k t binary n-cube, banyan (S=F=2), inverse omega, modified dlata manipulator, flip. The topological equivalence among these networks and baseline and reverse bassline networks is well known and previously studied in [6,11,18,:!6] . From Corollary IV.1, each of these networks corresponds to an a-frame. Algorithm FRAMEIN yie:lds the row labeling y and og, for each of these networks and frames as follows: y=: C & = identity permutation for the reverse baseline and baseline ~~etworks, y = the reverse permutation = (0) (1 8)(2 4)(3 12)(5 10)(6)(7 14)(9)(11 13)(15) and og, = identity permutation for the omega and generalized cube, y= identity permutation and = (0)(1) (2 8) (3 9) (4)(5)(6 12)(7 13) (10)(11)(14)(15) for the indirect binary cube, banyan, inverse omega, and flip networks, y=: (0)(1) (2 8) (3 9) (4)(5)(6 12)(7 13) (10)(11)(14)(15) and G , , = identity permutation fur the modified data manipulator network.
V. NETWORKS RB1:nSE1:m AND S E~?~R B I : ,
This section illustrates how frames can be used to characterize permutations performed by relatively complex networks with more than n stages. It is first shown that the: balanced matrices that pass the network RB l,,SE I:,, m 2 0, are identified by the hame FF~F;:, (Theorem V.1). then it is shown that RB l:nSE is functionally and topologically equivalent to SE~LRB I:, (Theorem V.2). Hence, any balanced matrix paising RB p,SE I:, also passes S E~~R B I:,, and vice versa. Theorem V.l also shows hoqw the addition of a SE stage to the right of RB l,,SE I:, affects the type of permutatio:ns realized by the network. Theorem V.2 proves that the addition of a SE stage to the: right of RB p,SE 1, is equivalent to the addition of an inverse SE: stage to the left of S E~~R B All the proofs an provided in the Appendix.
V.:L. Balanced Matrices and Shuffle-Exchange Networks
Linial and Tarsi [2] have shown how balanced matrices can be used to determine the number of SE stages (or the number of passes through a single SE stage) necessary to :realize a given permutation. Lemma V. 1 below restates their resu1.t using the notatioin and assumptions of this paper. 
V3. Permutations Realized by SE&,RB~:,
It is shown that the network SET,&RB I:, constructed by appending the network S E~& to the left of RB is functionally and topologically equivalent to the network RE1:,SE 1, constructed by appending SE I:, network to the right of RBI:,. Also, because RBI,, is functionally and topologically equivalent to BE I:,, Theorem V.2 remains valid when RB is =placed by BE Theorem V.2. The network RB l,,SE I, , m 2 1, is topologically and functionally eq~livalent to the network SE~&RB I:,.
VI. NEW PROOFS FOR REARRANGEABILITY OF BENES AND THREE-STAGE CLOS NETWORKS
Rearrangeability of Benes and three-stage Clos networks is proven in [7, 13] using the: Slepian-Duguid theoxem which applies only to symmetric netw0rk.s. In this section, new simpler proofs are provided for xemangeability of these networks using balanced msitrices and the properties of graph theory. These proofs directly lead to routing algoritlms [19] and provide an insight into the proofs of Section VII that identify the permutations realized by subnetworks of the Benes network. In what follows, some known results from [2] and definitions used in the proofs are presented first. Lemma Vl. 1 from [2] is self-explanatory.
Lemma VI.1. [2] For n 2 2, let A and B be two Nx(n-1) bidanced matrices. Th~en there exists a column vector x such that both [A x] and [x B] are balanced miitrices.
Note that, when the order of columns in a balanced matxix with a.t most n columns is changed, the matrix remains balanced. Therefore, the position of x in the matrices A and B in Lemma VI.l is immaterial. Because the possible choices of vector x increase as the number of columns of A or B is reduced, Lemma VI.1 remains valid when A and B have less than n-1 columns.
Some properties of balanced matrices can be captured by graphs. Therefore, some basic definitions of graph theory are given below. A graph G=(V,E:) consists of a set of vertices V and a set of edges E, each of which is a pair of vertices. The union of two graphs G l=(V, E 1) and G2=(V, E2) is the graph G=G VG2:=(V, E VE 2). In other words, an edge is present in G=G 1VG2 if and only if it is present in either G 1 ar G2. A subset M of edges in a graph G is called independent or a matching if no two edges of M have a vertex in common. A matching M is said to be a pcg5ect matching if it covers all vertices of G. More extended discussion of these basic: concepts can be found in [3, 4] . Fact VI.l. [2] . The union of two perfect matching graphs with the same set of ve:rtices is a union of disjoint even cycles and, therefore, it can be 2-1a.beled. From Definition VL3 and Example VI.1, it is clear that the perfect matching gra~ph of the frame column that consists of only the blocks of size two is unique and is also a perfect matching graph for all the other columns in the same fraime.
Let the black box, called P (N !) and shown in Figure VI .2, &note a rearrangeable (permutation) network on N elements, i.e., it realizes all N! distinct permutations in ,a single pass. This black box P(N !) can be expanded recursively using Algorithm CONSBENES pre:sented below until all of its black boxes are identical to (2x2) switching boxes (SBs), each of which can be set both straight and cross. This expanslion results in the Benes network. Algorithm CONSBENES substitutes the three-stage Clos network wirh R inputs/outputs, &noted by CSRd and shown in Figure VI. 3, fbr the black box P(R !).
Algorithm CONS-BENES
Input: A black box called P (N I). Output: Benes Network
Step 1. Let R be an integer variable and be initialized to N. Relabel the black box P (N 1 ) by P (R !) and let BS denote a network consisting of P (R 1).
Step 2. Replace each and every black box called P (R !) of BS by CSRd shown in Figure VI .3.
Step 3. If all the SBs of BS are (2x2). then call BS Benes network and stop; otherwise first relabel each of its non-(2x2) SBs by P (R !) and halve the value of R, then go to Step 2.
Using the notions of balanced matrices and frames, it is first sholwn in the followh , g theoxem that C S R~ is functionally equivalent to P (R !). Then, it follows that the &.nes network constructed by Algorithm CONS-BENES is rearrangeable because, due to the recursive structure of the algorithm, only the correctness of Step 2 needs to be; proven.
El-2 R-2
El-1
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Rgure VI.3. Threestage Clos network with R inputs/outputs which is denoted by CSRrJ, where R = 2'.
Theorem VL1. Three-stage Clos network with R inputs is remmgeable. Proof. As it is shown in Fig. V1.4 , the network CSRd is composed of three components, namely, a) an inverse SE stage with 2' inputs/outputs, b) it pile of two perm~utation networks ~'(2'-' !) and ~'(2'-' !), and c) a SE stage with 2' inputs/outputs. It is assumed in this proof that, unless otherwise stated, any balanced matrix has R =2' rows. Recall that P(2'!) refers to a rearrangeable network on 2' elements. Because P(2'!) passes any balanced matrix BIZ, corresponding to a permutation on 2' elements, CSRd must also pass B 1:' in order to state that CSRd is functionally equivalent into Blr-lx(r-l) and By-ldr-l). Because both ~'(2'-' !) and P (2 -!) can pass any 1 balanced matrix of order 2'-'x(r-1), the mamces B$r-lx(r-l) and B y -lx(r-l) pass P ' (2'-l !) and P '(2'-' !), respectively.
In order for B 1:' to pass CSRd, CSRd must send its ith input to the output whose value equals B So far, this proof showed that CSRd sends its ith input with the row B I,(i) to either the hth output of ~'(2'-l !) or the hth output of p1(2'-' !), w h e~ h equals the value of B l:(r-l)(i). Because B I:, is a balanced mamx, the last enmes of the routing tags of the rows that are sent to the jth outputs of ~'(2'-I!) and ~' (2'-l !) collstitute the set (0,l). Due to the fact that the third component of CSRx3 is an SE stage, the rows that are sent to the jth outputs of P" (2' -' !) and PI('--' !) enter the jth SBl of the SE stage. Because the connections of the SE stage implement the perfect shuffle permutation and the last enkies of the routing tags of the rows entering a SB constitute the set (0, I ) , no conflict occurs in the SBs. It follows that CSRd sends its ith input to the output whose value equals B I:r(i). Therefore, the theorem holds. El Comllary VI.1. The Benes network obtained by Algorithm ClONSBENES is rerurangeable.
Proof. Because Steps 1 and 3 of Algorithm CONSBENES are relabelings and tht: network is constructed recursively, it suffices to show that C S R :~ is functionally equivalent to P(2'!). Because this is proven in Theorem VI. 1, the cm~llary holds.
V1:L PERMUTATIONS REALIZED BY BS(n-r):(hl)
Recall that Benes network can be considered as being BENx(n-l)J?BNxn. Theorem W.1 identified the permutations passing RBNx, in the sense that a balanced matrix Dhrm passes mNxn if and only if DN, fits Ffm. Likewise, the following theorem and colrollary determine the set of permutations that pass the network BSc:n-r):(b-l) which co~nsists of the subnetwork BS (n-r):(n-l) followed by RBN,, where 1 6 r 6 n -1. that IN,: , denotes the stages x through y of an IN and that IN,:, refers to a nil network if x>y). The permutations that pass BS(n-r), (h-l) are characterized by the frames defined next. This characterization illustrates how frames car1 be used to gain insight into why the Benes network is rearrangeable. All the proofs are provided in the Appendix. An example is presented to illustrate the results of these proofs. For N=16, this example clearly shows how the addition of the stage BS,-r-.l to the left of BS(n-r):(h-l) converts the frame that cmsponds to BS(,,):(h-l) i.nto a new frame thalt corresponds to the resulting network.
(Recall
Definition WLl. (Ffir) : The frame F l y , r (01, . . Benes network with 2"-j+' inputs/outputs and 2n-2j+l stages is a rcarrangeable network, it corresponds to the universal frame with 2"-~+' rows and n-j+l columns. Thr:~fore, the !%st n -j +l columns of Fi42-j is a pile of 2,-I copies of the universal frrume with 2"-j+' rows and n -j+l columns. End of example. (a) BS3:7 (BE3 followed by RB (b) BS2,7 (BE2:3 followed by JRB
VlEL CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new approach has been developed to characte~ize permutations reidized by some frequently used networks. The concept of frame has been introduced and different frames have been illustrated. It is simple to check whether a given permutation is realized by a given network once the corresponding frame and the output interconnection pattern are known.
The permutations of the following three classes of networks have been characterizd: the class of k-stage baseline-type networks that are topologically equivalent to the k-stage baseline network, the class of those networks that are constructed by appending shuffle-exchange stages to the left or right of a baseline-type network., and the class of those networks that form a part of Benes network.
The p m f that Benes network is rearrangeable was first presented in [7] . This pnmf is based on the Slepian-Duguid theorem which applies only to symmetric networks. In this paper, a new simple p m f has been presented for re:arrangeability of &nes and three-stage Clos networks using the notion of balanced matrices and graph thtmry. The technique used in this proof can also be applied to nonsymmetric netwtlrks.
In practice, the results presented in this paper can be used to design networks that reidize classes of permutations that fit the same frame. In addition, engineers and/or compilers may use frames to test if the corresponding networks realize a given permutation. Debuggers and programming environment can also use framt:s to detect when and why a permutation cannot be realized by the network. The definitions, theorems anld lemmata that are presented in this paper to characterize the pernlutations realized in the afmmentioned networks can also be used to address the issues of routing and counting permutations. But, to limit the size of this paper, these issues are addressed in [ 19,281. It is clear that frames, as defined in this paper, cannot characterize the permutations of every network. Conceivably, extensions of the definitions m,ay be possible to chimterize a larger class of networks. In particular, the concepts should be extensible to networks not considered in this paper including those constru.cted with (kxk) switches for k >2. Future research will address these issues.
IX. APPENDIX
Proof Theorem IV.1: (+) It is shown that if D 1:k fits FTk then D l:k passes Rbf 1:k. Proof is by induction on k. Also, it is proven that RB 1:k sends its ith input to its jth output, where j is equal to the sum of i 12' ~2~ and the value of D l:k(i). The frame Fj' ,, (m=k-l,k), can be considered as being composed of 2"-cqpies of FFm in parallel if the row labels of the ath, 0 S a S 2"-"' -1, FF, consists of the numbers (ux2"') to [ ( a + l )~2~-1 ] inclusive. Let F%, denote the ath Fp,.
Rbl I: , can also be considered as being the pile of 2"-m distinct RB p,s.
Label these REIT,s in ascending order starting with 0 at the top and denote the ath one by RE@, .
By hypothesis, D I:, fits FTm. Let DS, denote the submritrix of D I:, that fits F$-.
Thus, the induction hypothesis also implies that D$-.I*-~ (which fits F!$-lxA-l) passes RBP-I&-~ and that RB&-I*-~ sends its pth input to the output whose vsllue is equal to the value of @), where 0 I p 5 2' -' -1.
Let F$-I&-~ and F$-I*-~ &note the 21th and (21+l)th F $ -I~-~ s, respectively, where 0 5 1 S 2"-' -1.
Similarly, let D$-I,~-~ and ~p -l~~-~ denote the 21th and (21+l)th Dql-ld-l s. Likewise, assume that RB$-I+~ and RB$-~*--~ &note the 22th and (Z+l)th RB&-I+~S.
Because Dg-lx(k-l) is a balanced matrix of order 2'-'x(k-1), it has 2' -' distinct ralws. Therefore, the matrix ccmtains 2' -' distinct rows, each being repeated twice. Assume that the rows of H are pilrtitioned into 2' -' classes, each of which contains 2 identical rows, that is, each class contains the two copies of a distinct row of H. After adding a column permutation of length 2' to the right of H, call the resultant matrix DJ~,(~). This implies that the number of the entries of the rows of a class is incremented by 1. In order for DB4' ) to fit F& the kth entries of the rows of each class of H must constitute the set (0,1}, which is true because D 1:' fits Frk by the induction hypothesis.
By definition, the Cth stage of reverse baseline, RBk, consists of a pile of 2"-' copies of the SE stage with 2' inputs/outputs. Assume that the network consisting of the pile of two networks RB41
and RBP-1 x(k-l) followed by the SE stage with 2' inlputs/outputs is called RBJk*. Because RB$-I,~-~ sends its pth input to the output whose value is equal to the value of D$-I*-~ (p), the first (k-1) entrjies of the row that is sent to the pth output of the network R B $ -~~(~-~) is the same as the first (k -1) entries oil the row that is sent to the pth output of the network R B $ -~~(~-~) .
The Cth entries of th~ose two rows sent to the pth outputs of ~~: i --l x(k-l) and ~~% l x (~-~~~ constitute the set (0,1} because D&* fits the frame F&& by induction hypothesis. '~ecause the rows that are sent to the pth outputs of R B $ -I~(~-~) and R B $ -~~(~-~) enter the pth SB of the SIE stage following these networks such that the kth entries of these rows are the control bits for the SB, no conflict occurs in the pth SB. This amouints to stating that R B $~ sends its hth input to the output whose value is equal to the value of D!k*(h), where 0 5 h S 2' -1. Therefore, the balanced matrix D 1:k passes RB 1:' and RB 1:' se:nds its ith input to its jth output, where 0 5 i 5 N-1 and j is equal to the sum of i 12' and the value of D l,'(i). 
